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every method of language teaching al stimulusstimulusresponseresponse theories
has at its heart some theory of it seems important that the class-

roomlanguage acquisition for the past teacher have some knowledge
three decades or more the theories of the underlying theories of language
of behavioral psychologists such as acquisition to be most efficient in
BF skinner have been prominent using any method at the same time
in the development of the language it also seems important to be aware
acquisition background upon which of possible changes and trends that
linguists have based many important may influence methodology in the
aspects of the audio lingual approach future
to language instruction in recent
years however many linguists have william D conway is assistant

feel professor of english and TESL atbegun to that the audio lingual the church college of hawaiimethod is not in step with advance-
ments

where he is director of the eng-
lishin language acquisition theory language institute and co-
ordinatorpsychologists have become increas-

ingly
for the undergraduate

interested in the cognitive as-
pects

TESL major
of language learning something it is the purpose of this paper toreceiving little emphasis in behavior examine briefly in nontechnical lan-

guage where possible some of the
basic tenets of behavioral theoriesCONTENTS as they relate to teaching english
as a second language and to examine

new trends in language acquisition similarly some of the prominent
theory trends in cognitive acquisition theory
by william D conway page I11 the basic differences between the

two theories of language acquisitionA jabberwockian approach to dis-
course analysis can be illustrated roughly by com-

paring first the behavioral and thenby nancy A arapoff page 3
cognitive viewpoints of language ac-
quisitionfrompromprobfrob pattern practice to conversa-

tional in childrenenglish
by robert G bander page 5 the child associates the sounds

the use of how muchymuch1muchamuchnuch and how of the human voice with need sa
many in TESL textbooks tisfying circumstances when he
by alice C pack page 9 hears his own random babbling

these sounds are recognized to
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be similar to those uttered by ing and reacting as a machine to
the adults so that the pleasure 99 stimulus and response while
or anticipation of pleasure assoc-
iated

the behavloralistsbehavioralists focus on the ob-
servablewith mothers voice is now stimulus and response con-
sideringtransferred to his own vocaliza-

tions
si generalization as only a

thus hearing his own sounds part of a larger process analogously
becomes a pleasurable experience the cognitive psychologist says that
in itself the more so as mother pattern recognition and decodingde codingarecoding are
tends to reinforce these sounds the proper subject of study
particularly if they by chance re-
semble

behavioral theories are apparent
a word such as dada in some basic features of the audio

this induces a quantitive increase lingual method usually advocates of
in the infants vocal output soon this method assume that foreign
he will learn that approximating language learning is basically a me-

chanicaladult speech patterns leie imi-
tating

chanical process of habit formation
is generally reinforced ana that habits are strengthened by

and this ought to put him on his reinforcement and association stu-
dentsway toward adult forms of lan-

guage
are guided in such a way that

1 I1 they practice only the right respon-
ses some expert0haveexperts have so emphasized

SR theory the mechanical nature of language
acquisition that they claim students

the behavioral psychologist as ill-
ustrated

can master the foundation structures
ustrated in the quotation is interested of the language without reference
in what stimulated the child to to meaning pattern practice one
speak in his response and in of the central features of the audio
the manner in which the response lingual method in which substitut-

ionswas reinforced by the praise andana are made on a basic pattern
attention of the parents and in the would appear to be a direct result
pleasure the child received at gain-
ing

of the behavioral idea of general-
izationattention for his efforts ie of stimuli one frequently

tt secondary reinforcement the be-
havioral

finds the cue in such a drill re-
ferredhavioral psychologist in an effort to as the stimulus and the

to become objective and scientific answer as the response little
works much like the structural lin-
guist

more need be said the language
in that he attempts to work acquisition heritage is readily app-

arentonly with what is observable hence on page 6 col 11II
he is not concerned with the unseen
processes of the mind later when tesi REPORTERthe child begins to produce sentences
that arent easily shown to be the A quarterly publication of the eng-

lishresults of imitation the behavioral language institute and the BA-
TESL program of the church collegepsychologist attributes the new form of hawaiihawa i i

to a graded process of analogy in
which the child is said to be reacting editor william D conway as-

sistant professor of english andto similarities with previous speech TESL
stimuli staff mrs alice pack assis-

tantcognitive theory TESL
professor of english and

the cognitive psychologist on the articles relevant to teaching
other hand emphasizes what goes english as a second language in
on in the mind of the child in addition hawaii the south pacific and asia

may be submitted to the editorto the external factors through box 127 the church collegehere is one of the primary differ-
ences

of hawaii laielalela ie hawaii 96762 ma-
nuscriptsbetween the two approaches should be double spaced

to language acquisition which places and typed not exceeding three
them on divergent paths the cog-
nitive

pages
psychologist believes that the deadline for the spring edition

mind has a great deal to do with is march 7 1969 and may I11 for the
language acquisition rather than act summer edition
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language
cont from page 2

rent and the results of its applic-
ation to language teaching have been
excellent certainly an advancement
over earlietearlien methods

the shift in the theoretical basis
of language acquisition as mentioned
earlier in the introduction to this
paper has been away from behav-
ioral theories towards aarere emphasis
of the importance of the mentalistic
or cognitive aspects men such as
george A miller ericerichlennebergEricHH lenneberg
and noam chomsky have beenbeenhelpinghelping
to research and develop new aspects
of this type of theory chomsky writing
in A review of BF skinnerskinners s Vverbal
behavior published in 1959 says

As far ofas acquisition language
is concerned it seems clear that

for the day does not work then
there should be constant variety
activities in which most of the stu-
dents are passive should alternate
with sessions in which everyone part-
icipatesicipates students should be prepared
for each activity so that theywillthey will
know what they are to do and why
they are doing it cultural differences
must always be kept in mind in arrang-
ing activities if a teacher uses
reading materials movies and pic-
tures he should build the material
into a unit activities such as oral
reports round tables and discussions
require considerable preparation in-
variably students will not know how
to pick out main ideas organize
and summarize much teacher help
is needed here finally experience
suggests that conversation classes
should be assigned to the most ex
experienced and ingenious teachers
those who will be willing to under-
take extensive curriculum building
with careful planning and constant
selfseif evaluation the instructor of con-
versationalversationalal english will find his
course to be a richly fulfilling ex-
perienceperience both for his students and
for himself
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Aacquisitioncqu
I1

I1
I1siti0n theory

reinforcement casual observation knowledge of his language 4becausebecause
and natural inquisitiveness coupled competence is not directly observ-

ablewith a strong tendency to imitate but rather a process of the
are important factors as is the re-
markable

mind and because chomskys gram-
marcapacity of the child to provides an avenue for explor-
inggeneralize hypothesize andandprocessprocess these areas a wedding of psy-
chologyinformation in a variety of very spe-

cial
and generative grammar has

and apparently highly complex come about in the efforts of both
ways which we cannot yet describe groups to explain how this compe-

tenceor begin to understand and which is acquired
may be largely innate or may de-
velop forpredisposition languagethrough some sort of learning
or through

Y
maturation of the nervous some of the theories of this new

3system generation of psycholinguistspsycho linguists are
in the same article chomsky pre-

sents
extremely thought provoking perhaps

considerable evidence to sup-
port

the most startling at first is this
his views that the foundation claim that children can acquire

terms of behavior psychology stim-
ulus

onlylanguage so readily can meanresponse reinforcement are that they have some innate predis-
position

at vague and arbitrary he points out for this kind of learning
that the stimuli cannot be determined and this evolu-

tion
can only mean thatin more complex behavior chomsky has prepared mankind in some

in effect reopened the door to studies very special way for this unique
in language acquisition making a human accomplishmentaccomplishment5accomplishments5 say george
powerful case for further research A miller and frank smith in theand a broadeningofbroadening of therhethescopeofscope of study introduction to the genesis of lan-

guageguage a compilation of papers readybasis fforor collaboration at the language development in
chomsky 1957 and 1965 provided children conference held in april

linguists and psychologists with a of 1965
common ground for useful collabora-
tion

david mcneil in the same conf-
erencewhen he developed his idea of presented a case suggesting

a generative grammar he began that early speech is not an abbrevi-
atedwith a basic distinction between and distorted form of adult

ft competence and performance language but the product of a unique
A language users competence is first grammar 6 this is particularly
his knowledge of his language and interesting when contrasted with the
his performance is the actual use behavioral point of view presented
he makes of that knowledge in con-
crete

earlier in this paper
situations chomsky developed in constructing a grammar a lin-

guisthis grammar to describe the users hopes to reconstruct the com-
petencecompetence rather than as in most possessed by fluent speakersother grammatical studies dealing of the language A child hopes to be-
comesolely with what has been produced such a speaker so he tooie performance must reconstruct the competence of

generative grammar fluent speakers he must formulate
the grammar of the language to which

by a generative grammar chomsky he is exposed A linguist can check
means simply a system of rules his grammatical description with his
that in some explicit and welldewell de knowledge as a fluent speaker the
fined way assign structural dedescrip-
tions

scrip child cant do thisthisochiso the child must
to sentences obviously every acquire language from the great va-

rietynative speaker of a language has of speech that he hears spoken
mastered and internalized a genera-
tive

around him linguists now postulate
grammar that constitutes his that language acquistionmcquistionacquis tion for the child
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is based on something called ex-
planatory

to does practice theory charac-
terizeplanatory adequacy this adequacy what a child does in order

is related to his innate capacity to ffindind the locally native language
for language which can be represented appropriate expression of linguistic
by a set of linguistically universal universals
statements or language universals he suggests that children do not
as they are often called7calledcalledo 7 the child produce speech simultaneously that
then is said to formulate his gram-
mar

they have arrived at some sort of
on the basis of his innate capa-

city
grammatical description before they

or on language universals which attempt what seems to be the prac-
ticeare part of the competence of all of novel forms further in

children this biological endowment examining the behavioral response
gives him the ability to think ab stengthstrengthstength practice increases strength
stractlystrictly to classify words and to of resDonresponsese mcneil cites a
develop generalizations about the number of eiexamplesamplesampies to the contrary
structures of the language where the practiced form is far from

this innate capacity seems to be dominant such as is found in the
approachable through alinguisticthea linguistic the-
ory

eventual triumph in a childs lan-
guagesuch as that of generative gram-

mar
of regular verbs over irreg-

ularsome linguists such as mcneil verbs even though the latter are
expect that this grammar may include practiced more often while not dis-

countingsuch things as statements of the practice entirely mcneil
difference between the base and sur-
face

feels that whatever salutary effects
structures rules of formation practice imitation might offer prac-

ticeand transformation and definitions may not be verv important to
of various grammatical relationships language acquistionmcquistionacquistion 10
it seems likely that the emphasis
given to transformations in some use of expansionof mcneilsmcnellsmcnelis research may indicate
this is a point of particular interest the principle called the expansion
to teachers he feels that what the of child speech brown 1964 may
child acquires may be a knowledge have according to mcneil some in-

structionalof particular transformations mcneil purpose here the child
accounts for the speed at which na-
tive

who hasnt reached the same level
speakers learn the language of abstraction in the use of language

1 12 to 3 12 years of age by as an adult says something such
the hypothesis that what children as papa name papa the adult
learn first are features that cor-
respond

follows by sasayingying yes papas name
to linguistic universals8

0 ie is papasomepapa ISSomeam0m e linguists feel that
abstract features which allow him this sort of expansion may have
to systematically approach the pat-
terning

considerable importance in the child s
of the language acquisition of language

it seems clear to this author thatrole of practice cognitive studies are producing valu-
ableperhaps of more interest to the contributions to language acqui-
sitionlanguage teacher are mcneilmcneilsmcnellmcnellsmcnelis s state-

ments
theory and that these theories

concerning the role of overt will soon be directly involved in
practice imitation and expansion the formulation of new methodology
in language acquisition speaking of for teaching many subjects in the
the role of overt practice mcneil school teaching english as a second
said some authors seem to believe language should particularly benefit
that all of language acquisition can from new insights that may be dis-

coveredbe attributed to the gradual strength-
ening

at the same time it also
of responses behavior seems worth noting that no substitute

terms it is clear however that or revision of the audio lingual ap-
proachthis sanguine view is condemned to of any significance has yet

frustration for there are no res-
ponses

been made available
to be strengthened in the

base structure of language mcneil cont on page 9
narrowed down the role of practice
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cont from page 8
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